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Overview: 

The legislative proposal addresses three areas of law for the 2021-2022 session. 

 

• charter options generally authorizing a bank and credit union merger with a credit union 

as a survivor and a bank to convert to a credit union charter; 

• credit union investment opportunities; and 

• removal of outdated cash reserve requirement to suspend lending. 

 

Last session, credit unions benefitted from the passage of an omnibus, valuable, modernization 

bill previously pending for three consecutive sessions. Credit unions are presently working 

earnestly toward the implementation of its 77 sections. Looking ahead, efforts continue to further 

improve the value of the state charter and to ensure a robust, local financial services marketplace 

distinguished by greater freedom of choice amongst financial service providers for consumers, a 

better balance within bank and credit union transactions, as well as growth opportunities for all. 

The bill underscores these goals during a challenging economic cycle, compounded by COVID-

19 and a liquidity boom, all of which are magnified in the present extended, low interest rate 

environment placing even higher pressure on margins and increased costs.  

 

In addition, the bill deletes an outdated provision relating to the automatic suspension of lending 

when a cash reserve meets a certain threshold. Today, the asset liability management function 

and regulatory oversight of credit unions is robust, managing financial risks that arise between 

assets and liabilities as part of risk management and sound strategic planning, thereby rendering 

the liquidity reserve provision obsolete.  

 

Each section of the bill is targeted and seeks to provide a reasonable path forward for credit 

unions while embracing and elevating the state credit union charter and service to members. 

 

Bill Sections: 

Section 1*: authorizes in state banking law mergers and consolidations between mutual banks, 

subsidiary banking institutions, credit unions, with a credit union as the survivor. Currently, only 

a mutual bank or subsidiary banking institution may be the survivor in a merger with such credit 

unions, subject to a 2/3 vote of respective boards of directors and regulatory approval, under 

M.G.L.c.167I, s.4 and c.171, s.78A. It is a companion section to changes in credit union law 

found in section 5 of the bill. 

Section 2*: authorizes under state banking law charter conversions from a mutual bank to a state 

credit union charter. Currently, only a state credit union may convert its charter under state law 

to a mutual bank charter pursuant to M.G.L. c. 167I, s.10 and c.171, s.80A. It is a companion 

section to changes in credit union law found in section 6 of the bill. 
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Section 3: deletes an outdated provision requiring the automatic suspension of lending when the 

cash reserve falls below 5% of the total assets of a credit union. 

Section 4: adds the following investment authorities, subject to appropriate aggregate caps, into 

credit union law: 

• Asset-Backed Securities 

• Core Data Processors and Fintechs  

• Capital Growth Corporation*  

Section 5*: authorizes in state credit union law mergers and consolidations between mutual 

banks, subsidiary banking institutions and credit unions, with a credit union as the survivor. It is 

a companion section to changes in bank law found in sections 1 of the bill. 

Section 6*: authorizes in credit union law conversions of mutual banks to a credit union charter. 

It is a companion section to changes in bank law found in section 2 of the bill. 

 

 

* refiled measure 


